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with the pulse wave effect, the sound of the guitar evolves from your fingers to those of the instrument. the dark-blue and pink color scheme makes for a unique appearance. the fade-in feature adds realism to the eq function, and the "mix" function allows you to change the eq mix. the compact size of the audio/midi flash duo
makes it easy to carry wherever you go. this unit is equipped with a compact, but powerful flash memory card that allows you to store the immense sound capacity of the ram unit. the rechargeable lithium-ion battery means it runs smoothly for more than five hours on one charge. digital delay effects are easy to create, but only
ones that are known and used by guitarists or used in studio productions are good quality. most of the digital delays on the market today are copied from a kind of the algorithm, and are not good in sound quality and timing. the cherry picker is a small one that you can carry along anywhere. it is easy to clean, and it is quiet. it

features a metal body to protect the paintwork from scratches and dents. you can arrange your special places in the room with its portable stand. it also has a built-in turntable, which comes in handy if you want to dust off your old vinyl records. the avid atomik makes it possible for you to use your preferred memory card to store
large sample libraries. this new piece of technology is easy to set up. just plug the unit into your computer's usb port and you can store your files just like that. compact and stylish: the m-series keyboard is small but built with sturdy design. it has all controls easily reachable without having to stretch to the edges of the keyboard.

the distinctive “m” keys are sized just right to be comfortably reached by your fingers.
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